
   Compatible with other optical weapon sights

    Integrated side flip adaptor

  No zeroing required

  Wide field of view (FOV) – enables rapid target acquisition

    Increases the effective range of reflex sight

  Windage and elevation knobs for precise alignment adjustment

  Simple to attach – doesn’t interfere with firing

  Designed for the commercial markets
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The MEPRO MX3-F/MX3-T  is a reflex sight magnifier with an integrated side flip adaptor. It offers 3X 
magnification to enhance the precision and effectiveness of Meprolight's reflex/red dot sights (MEPRO 
M21, MEPRO MOR, MEPRO RDS) and other optical sights, with no need to re-zero the sights.

The MEPRO MX3-F/MX3-T  attaches to the Picatinny rail immediately behind the reflex sight, and 
features a quick release adaptor. When not being used, it is offset to the right side and can be easily 
flipped back into place when the shooter needs to engage targets at longer distances. 

The two models, MEPRO MX3-F (Folded) and MEPRO MX3-T (Tactical) are differentiated by 
the flip to side mechanism. Mepro MX3-F has a secured push button and the MEPRO MX3-T 
has a low weight, quick pull back (or forth) mechanism.

The MEPRO MX3-F/MX3-T  is rugged, compact, lightweight, and manufactured to the highest military 
standards to assure years of reliable operation.
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Please Note: * Specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice  ** Due to restrictions and regulations in certain 
countries some products may not be available for sale in your country

Technical Specifications MX3-F (Push Button)            MX3-T (Pull Back)            

  Magnification 3X

  Weight [gr.] (w. Adaptor) 335 288

Dimensions (LxWxH) [mm] 101x66x75 101x55x75

Lens Diameter [mm] 27

Field of View (FOV) 7.5°

Eye Relief [mm] 56

Diopter Range +2 to -2

  Weapon Adaptor Picatinny Rail

Working / Storage Temperature -40ºC to 60ºC / -40ºC to 71ºC

Immersion 1m for 1h
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Meprolight (1990) LTD, P.O. Box 26, 4 Hahadas St.
Or-Akiva Industrial Park. Or-Akiva, 3065001 Israel 
Tel: + 972 4 6244111  Fax: + 972 4 6244123
E-mail: sales@meprolight.com,  www.meprolight.com


